Wine Grapes A Complete Guide To 1368 Vine Varieties Including
Their Origins And Flavours
Yeah, reviewing a books Wine Grapes A Complete Guide To 1368 Vine Varieties Including Their Origins And Flavours could build up your
close friends listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, attainment does not suggest that you have
extraordinary points.
Comprehending as competently as bargain even more than supplementary will offer each success. adjacent to, the publication as skillfully as
perception of this Wine Grapes A Complete Guide To 1368 Vine Varieties Including Their Origins And Flavours can be taken as with ease as picked to
act.

Jancis Robinson's Concise Wine Companion - Jancis Robinson 2001
Enjoyment of wine is not just a matter of knowing what you like; it is
always enhanced by knowledge of what you are drinking. Here in a
handy affordable format, Jancis Robinson presents a distillation of all the
essential information for wine-lovers and would-be wine-lovers, drawn
from her internationally renowned and respected Oxford Companion to
Wine. This is not a buyers' guide- of which there are many - but an
absorbing and easy-to-use source of reliable information on all aspects of
wine, including bubbly, to accompany you on your exploration of winedrinking pleasure. Written by over 70 of the world's best wine experts,
headed by the 'queen of wine' Jancis Robinson Over 2350 unstuffy and
fully cross-referenced entries on all aspects from wines and wine regions
to tasting terms, labelling, wine and health, grape varieties, wine faults,
and a host of other issues With vintage guidance and a complete list of
controlled appellations and their permitted grape varieties
Supplemented by a statistical overview of wine production and
consumption And featuring a new listing of Jancis Robinson's personal
selection of up-and-coming wine regions and producers
Champagne - Peter Liem 2017-10-10
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Winner of the 2018 James Beard Foundation Cookbook Award in
"Reference, History, Scholarship" Winner of the 2017 André Simon Drink
Book Award Winner of the 2018 International Association of Culinary
Professionals (IACP) Cookbook Award for "Wine, Beer & Spirits" From
Peter Liem, the lauded expert behind the top-rated online resource
ChampagneGuide.net, comes this groundbreaking guide to the modern
wines of Champagne--a region that in recent years has undergone one of
the most dramatic transformations in the wine-growing world. This
luxurious box set includes a pullout tray with a complete set of seven
vintage vineyard maps by Louis Larmat, a rare and indispensable
resource that beautifully documents the region’s terroirs. With extensive
grower and vintner profiles, as well as a fascinating look at Champagne’s
history and lore, Champagne explores this legendary wine as never
before.
Grapes & Wines - Oz Clarke 2015-06-25
“An exhilarating wine book... No serious wine lover’s library is complete
without it” Wine Spectator Grapes & Wines is the key to enjoying modern
wine. Approaching wine through grapes is in tune with the way
consumers now think and learn about wine. Most wines, especially those
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from the Americas, Australasia and South Africa, are now sold under the
name of the grape variety used rather than under the old European
system of chateau and appellation name. You’re standing in a wine shop
and see bottles labeled Aglianico or Tannat. Do you know what they are?
Garnatxa sounds familiar and it is, as it is the Basque name of the
popular Grenache grape, but how do you know this? You’ve heard of
Carmenere from Chile, and probably bought the wine, but did you know
it is an old historic Bordeaux variety? This is the perfect book to help you
find out more about the world’s top classic grapes, from Cabernet
Sauvignon to Zinfandel – the history, the places, the people, the wine
styles and the flavours are covered in detail. It is also just the book for
dipping into as you come across an unfamiliar grape variety. Grapes &
Wines has been thoroughly revised and updated.
The Oxford Companion to the Wines of North America - Bruce Cass
2000
A comprehensive guide to North America's wines surveys Canada,
Mexico, and the U.S. for great vintages and wine-growing regions, in
alphabetical entries that cover a host of wine topics.
Luxury wine marketing - Peter Yeung 2019-09-23
A textbook and practitioner’s guide, written by a leading Professor of
Wine Business and a seasoned luxury wine marketing practitioner. It
describes the history and best practices of marketing luxury wine, and
includes case studies of wineries from around the world, as well as new,
primary research into the market size of luxury wine.
Wines of the Southern Hemisphere - Mike Desimone 2012
The southern hemisphere is fast becoming the hottest source of
delicious, affordable wine--and this is the first book to focus entirely on
this bourgeoning industry. Created by the renowned “World Wine Guys,”
Wines of the Southern Hemisphere provides the latest information on the
best wineries in Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Chile, New Zealand, South
Africa, and Uruguay. In addition, the guide features interviews with top
winemakers and recipes to pair with their wines.
Grasping the Grape - Maryse Chevriere 2019-08-22
Sure, drinking wine is all fun and good times, but learning about it isn’t
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always as easy. With Grasping the Grape, Maryse Chevriere seeks to be
like that friend from school you went to for help because they took the
best notes in class (complete with visuals). Featuring profiles of more
than 30 of the world’s most prominent grapes, this guide to wine gives
you the quick download on all the essentials: What the variety tastes like,
where it’s grown, what wines it’s known for, what to drink it with, how to
describe it and which other grapes to explore if you’re a fan. Because
when it comes down to it, learning the grapes is the best way to start
your journey into wine. In Grasping the Grape, you’ll also find
information on key beginner wine drinking topics like how to become a
better shopper and FAQs about rosé, as well as a handy plan of action for
food and wine pairing, and a drinking game to help you become a
sharper taster. If you weren’t grasping for a glass of wine before, you
will be after this.
Beyond Flavour - Nick Jackson 2020-01-05
Beyond Flavour is a practical guide to blind wine tasting which will help
wine lovers increase their knowledge and improve their blind tasting
skills. The book offers detailed descriptions of the key attributes of major
grape varieties and wine producing regions, and argues that assessing a
wine's structure - acid structure in white wines and tannin structure in
red wines - is a more reliable indicator of a wine's identity than the
traditional reliance on flavour. Beyond Flavour includes analysis of wine
style by country and region; descriptions of recent vintages for classic
European origins; and tips for blind tasting exams. Beyond Flavour is an
indispensable guide to blind wine tasting for wine students, professionals
and others seriously interested in understanding why wines taste like
they do.
Jancis Robinson's Guide to Wine Grapes - Jancis Robinson 1996
With over 800 entries on how and where wine grapes grow, how they
taste, how they relate, and the sort of wines they produce.
Wine Science - Ronald S. Jackson 2008-04-30
Wine Science, Third Edition, covers the three pillars of wine science –
grape culture, wine production, and sensory evaluation. It takes readers
on a scientific tour into the world of wine by detailing the latest
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discoveries in this exciting industry. From grape anatomy to wine and
health, this book includes coverage of material not found in other
enology or viticulture texts including details on cork and oak, specialized
wine making procedures, and historical origins of procedures. Author
Ronald Jackson uniquely breaks down sophisticated techniques, allowing
the reader to easily understand wine science processes. This updated
edition covers the chemistry of red wine color, origin of grape varietyies,
wine language, significance of color and other biasing factors to wine
perception, various meanings and significance of wine oxidation. It
includes significant additional coverage on brandy and ice wine
production as well as new illustrations and color photos. This book is
recommended for grape growers, fermentation technologists; students of
enology and viticulture, enologists, and viticulturalists. NEW to this
edition: * Extensive revision and additions on: chemistry of red wine
color, origin of grape varietyies, wine language, significance of color and
other biasing factors to wine perception, various meanings and
significance of wine oxidation * Significant additional coverage on
brandy and ice wine production * New illustrations and color photos
Godforsaken Grapes - Jason Wilson 2018-04-24
There are nearly 1,400 known varieties of wine grapes in the
world—from altesse to zierfandler—but 80 percent of the wine we drink
is made from only 20 grapes. In Godforsaken Grapes, Jason Wilson looks
at how that came to be and embarks on a journey to discover what we
miss. Stemming from his own growing obsession, Wilson moves far
beyond the “noble grapes,” hunting down obscure and underappreciated
wines from Switzerland, Austria, Portugal, France, Italy, the United
States, and beyond. In the process, he looks at why these wines fell out
of favor (or never gained it in the first place), what it means to be
obscure, and how geopolitics, economics, and fashion have changed what
we drink. A combination of travel memoir and epicurean adventure,
Godforsaken Grapes is an entertaining love letter to wine.
The World Atlas of Wine 8th Edition - Hugh Johnson 2019-10-01
"The most useful single volume on wine ever published... If I owned only
one wine book, it would be this one." - Andrew Jefford, Decanter Few
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wine books can be called classic, but the first edition of The World Atlas
of Wine made publishing history when it appeared in 1971. It is
recognized by critics as the essential and most authoritative wine
reference work available. This eighth edition will bring readers, both old
and new, up to date with the world of wine. To reflect all the changes in
the global wine scene over the past six years, the Atlas has grown in size
to 416 pages and 22 new maps have been added to the wealth of superb
cartography in the book. The text has been given a complete overhaul to
address the topics of most vital interest to today's wine-growers and
drinkers. With beautiful photography throughout, Hugh Johnson and
Jancis Robinson, the world's most respected wine-writing duo, have once
again joined forces to create a classic that no wine lover can afford to be
without. "The World Atlas of Wine is the single most important reference
book on the shelf of any wine student." - Eric Asimov, New York Times
"Like a good bottle of wine, you'll find yourself going back to it again and
again... Perfect for anyone who has a thirst for greater wine knowledge."
- Edward Deitch, NBC/today.com "The World Atlas of Wine belongs on
your shelf... The essential rootstock of any true wine lover's library. A
multi-layered snapshot of wine and how it has evolved." - Dave McIntyre,
Washington Post
Native Wine Grapes of Italy - Ian D'Agata 2014-05-16
Mountainous terrain, volcanic soils, innumerable microclimates, and an
ancient culture of winemaking influenced by Greeks, Phoenicians, and
Romans make Italy the most diverse country in the world of wine. This
diversity is reflected in the fact that Italy grows the largest number of
native wine grapes known, amounting to more than a quarter of the
worldÕs commercial wine grape types. Ian DÕAgata spent thirteen years
interviewing producers, walking vineyards, studying available research,
and tasting wines to create this authoritative guide to ItalyÕs native
grapes and their wines. Writing with great enthusiasm and deep
knowledge, DÕAgata discusses more than five hundred different native
Italian grape varieties, from Aglianico to Zibibbo. DÕAgata provides
details about how wine grapes are identified and classified, what clones
are available, which soils are ideal, and what genetic evidence tells us
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about a varietyÕs parentage. He gives historical and anecdotal accounts
of each grape variety and describes the characteristics of wines made
from the grape. A regional list of varieties and a list of the best producers
provide additional guidance. Comprehensive, thoroughly researched, and
engaging, this book is the perfect companion for anyone who wants to
know more about the vast enological treasures cultivated in Italy.
Essential Winetasting - Michael Schuster 2017-04-06
An authoritative and inspirational winetasting course, from one of the
world's leading wine educators. 'Explains the mechanics of taste and
tasting better than any book I've seen.' - Richard Ehrlich, Independent on
Sunday Learn how to taste wine, with one of the world's leading wine
educators. This book offers a particularly clear and precise means of
teaching yourself how to taste and how to get more out of your wine,
whatever your level. All the major grape varieties are explored, and their
key characteristics in different regions. Ten practical tastings then cover
core tasting techniques. Do you want to explore Dry Whites, for example,
looking at 'Old World' versus 'New World' Sauvignon Blancs? Or
investigate 'terroir' in a range of Bordeaux wines? Additional information
on subjects such as Wines and Age and the impact of climate change
complete the picture, making this book a powerful tool for understanding
and appreciating wine at all levels.
Anatomy of the Wine Trade - Simon Loftus 1985
El Vino Y la Viña - P. T. H. Unwin 1991
Provides an introduction to the historical geography of viticulture and
the wine trade from prehistory to the present, considering wine as a
symbol, rich in meaning and a commercial product of great economic
importance to specific regions.
Viticulture 2nd Edition - An Introduction to Commercial Grape
Growing for Wine Production - Stephen Skelton Mw 2019-12-13
"Viticulture" is an introduction to the professional world of growing
grapes for wine production and is aimed at the serious student in the
wine trade, WSET Diploma student or Master of Wine candidate. It is
also aimed at anybody considering owning or planting a vineyard who
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wants a basic primer to the subject. It is written in an easy-to-read style,
arranged in fourteen relatively short chapters and illustrated with over
100 photographs and charts. It covers every aspect of viticulture,
starting with a chapter on vine physiology, continuing via varieties and
rootstocks, vineyard establishment, and the annual cycle in the vineyard
and ending with pests, diseases and vine nutrition. The book is all you
need to know about grapegrowing in 167 pages and since it was first
published in 2007 has sold over 10,000 copies all around the world. The
2nd Edition, published in late 2019, has been updated to take account of
modern developments in vine growing.
The Production of Grapes & Wine in Cool Climates - David Jackson
1987
Speciaal is aandacht geschonken aan de wijnbouw in Frankrijk,
Duitsland, Zwitserland, Oostenrijk, Engeland en Wales, Californie,
westelijk Oregon, Washington, de oostelijke staten van de Verenigde
Staten, Australie en Nieuw-Zeeland; verder aan teeltmaatregelen en aan
rassen voor de koelere klimaatsomstandigheden en tenslotte aan het
produktieproces (ook kleinschalig) en aan het bewaren van de wijn
Wine Science - Jamie Goode 2014-04-03
This revolutionary book is the only indepth reference to detail the
processes, developments, and factors affecting the science of
winemaking. Jamie Goode, a highly regarded expert on the subject,
skilfully opens up this complex subject and explains the background to
the various processes involved and the range of issues surrounding their
uses. He reports on the vital progress in winemaking research that has
been made in the last decade and explains the practical application of
science with reference to the range of winemaking techniques used
around the world, as well as viticultural practices, organics and ecology,
and lifestyle influences. Written in a uniquely accessible style, the book is
divided into three sections covering the vineyard, the winery and human
interaction with wine. It also features over 80 illustrations and
photographs to help make even the most complex topics clear,
straightforward and easy to understand.
Wines of Eastern North America - Hudson Cattell 2014-01-15
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In 1975 there were 125 wineries in eastern North America. By 2013
there were more than 2,400. How and why the eastern United States and
Canada became a major wine region of the world is the subject of this
history. Unlike winemakers in California with its Mediterranean climate,
the pioneers who founded the industry after Prohibition—1933 in the
United States and 1927 in Ontario—had to overcome natural obstacles
such as subzero cold in winter and high humidity in the summer that
favored diseases devastating to grapevines. Enologists and viticulturists
at Eastern research stations began to find grapevine varieties that could
survive in the East and make world-class wines. These pioneers were
followed by an increasing number of dedicated growers and winemakers
who fought in each of their states to get laws dating back to Prohibition
changed so that an industry could begin. Hudson Cattell, a leading
authority on the wines of the East, in this book presents a comprehensive
history of the growth of the industry from Prohibition to today. He draws
on extensive archival research and his more than thirty-five years as a
wine journalist specializing in the grape and wine industry of the wines
of eastern North America. The second section of the book adds detail to
the history in the form of multiple appendixes that can be referred to
time and again. Included here is information on the origin of grapes used
for wine in the East, the crosses used in developing the French hybrids
and other varieties, how the grapes were named, and the types of wines
made in the East and when. Cattell also provides a state-by-state history
of the earliest wineries that led the way.
Wine and Climate Change - L. J. Johnson-Bell 2014-08-07
People who make, sell, or enjoy wine have increasing awareness that
climate change will affect how and where wine is produced. This is the
first general-audience trade book to look at this growing issue in worldwide winemaking. It is neither a polemic on the climate-change debate
nor a gloom-and-doom warning that good wine is threatened, but rather
a detailed look at the ways in which the world of wine will be altered as
our climate changes.
The Sommelier's Atlas of Taste - Rajat Parr 2018-10-23
Winner of the prestigious André Simon Drink Book Award The first
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definitive reference book to describe, region-by-region, how the great
wines of Europe should taste. This will be the go-to guide for aspiring
sommeliers, wine aficionados who want to improve their blind tasting
skills, and amateur enthusiasts looking for a straightforward and visceral
way to understand and describe wine. In this seminal addition to the
wine canon, noted experts Rajat Parr and Jordan Mackay share
everything they've learned in their decades of tasting wine. The result is
the most in-depth study of the world's greatest wine regions ever
published. There are books that describe the geography of wine regions.
And there are books that describe the way basic wines and grapes should
taste. But there are no books that describe the intricacies of the way
wines from various subregions, soils, and appellations should taste. Now,
for the first time ever, you can learn about the differences between wines
from the 7 grand crus and 40 premier crus of Chablis, or the terroirs in
Barolo, Champagne, and Bordeaux. Paying attention to styles,
winemakers, soils, and the most cutting-edge of trends, this book
explains how to understand the wines of the world not in the classical
way, but in the modern way--appellation by appellation, soil by soil,
technique by technique--making it an essential reference and instant
classic.
New Italy - Daniele Cernilli 2006-07-01
Give a toast to the best, most up-to-date, and beautifully photographed
reference on Italian wines! The New Italy explores every signifcant
development in the country's wine scene, widely considered one of the
world's most complex. It gives readers a comprehensive and thorough
look at all the country's key wine types, from Barolo, Chianti, and
Montepulciano to Sangiovese and the champagne-like sparkling
Prosecco. An introduction to Italy's wine styles and winemaking methods
is followed by a region-by-region tour of vineyards, from Piedmont in the
north to Calabria in the south. Full-color specially commissioned maps,
details of the appellations and grape varieties, background on climate
and geography, and profles of the leading producers round out this lively
portrait.
Which Winegrape Varieties are Grown Where? - Kym Anderson
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2013-12-13
In an increasingly interconnected world wine market, evolving consumer
demands, technologies, and climate have all contributed to large shifts in
global patterns of production and consumption of wine. These shifting
patterns of wine production and consumption have entailed changes in
the vineyard in terms of total area planted, production practices, and the
mix of grape varieties grown. In this book, for the first time, we have a
detailed empirical picture, country by country and region by region
within countries, of which varieties of grapes have been grown where,
and how those varietal choices have changed over time. This statistical
compendium will be directly useful for anyone interested in knowing
about and understanding the changing patterns of production of wine
and wine grapes around the world. It also will serve as an invaluable
resource for economists and others who seek to analyze those patterns
and their causes.
Burgundy - Benjamin Lewin Mw 2019-12-11
Updated and revised, with new producers included for 2020, the Guides
to Wines and Top Vineyards are the definitive guides to classic wineproducing regions. This guide discusses the wines of Burgundy, focusing
on the Côte de Beaune and Côte de Nuits.The guide is divided into two
parts. The first part of the guide discusses the regions, and explains the
character and range of the wines. The second part profiles the
producers. There are detailed profiles of the leading producers, showing
how each winemaker interprets the local character, and mini-profiles of
other important estates. More than 150 producers are profiled.
Description of each area includes its geography, the grape varieties that
are grown, how these relate to the styles of wines that are produced,
wines from entry level to icons, currents trends and how styles are
evolving. References wines are recommended for each region. The guide
is illustrated with photographs of each area, topological maps to show
the terrain, road maps to identify the locations of estates, and
information on recent vintages. Profiles range from producers who may
dominate an appellation to small estates that define the cutting edge.
The profiles identify the best of tradition and innovation in the region.
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Each estate profile describes the producer's aims for his wines, and the
personality and philosophy behind them. References wines are suggested
for each producer, together with essential information for planning a
visit, including address and map location, phone and email contact
details, and whether appointments are needed. This Guide is the
indispensable means for understanding Burgundy, tasting its wines, and
finding the top producers. It is updated regularly to have the latest
information.
Wine Grapes - Jancis Robinson 2012
Wine Grapes is an indispensable book for every wine lover, from the
world's greatest wine experts. Where do wine grapes come from and how
are they related to each other? What is the historical background of each
grape variety? Where are they grown? What sort of wines do they make
and, most importantly, what do they taste like? Using the most cuttingedge DNA analysis to detail almost 1,400 distinct grape varieties, as well
as myriad correct (and almost as many incorrect) synonyms, this book
includes revelatory grape family trees, and a rich variety of illustrations
from Viala and Vermorel's seminal ampelography of century-old
drawings. Combining Jancis Robinson's world view, nose for good writing
and good wines with Julia Harding's expertise and attention to detail plus
Dr Vouillamoz's unique level of scholarship, Wine Grapes offers essential
and original information in greater depth and breadth than has ever been
available before. This is a book for wine students, wine experts and wine
lovers everywhere. Visit the Wine Grapes website winegrapes.org
The World Atlas of Wine - Hugh Johnson 1985
The San Francisco Chronicle has called The World Atlas of Wine "a
glorious book", and now, in its fourth edition, this treasured classic
expands its coverage and enhances its beauty, with stunning updated
full-color artwork throughout. 1,400 illustrations, 84 photos, 185 maps,
24 charts.
Phylloxera - Christopher Campbell 2004
This work presents a historical investigation into the mysterious bug that
wiped out the vineyards of France and then Europe in the 1860s - and
how one young botanist, who had served an apprenticeship at Kew
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Gardens, eventually 'saved wine for the world'.
The Palgrave Handbook of Wine Industry Economics - Adeline
Alonso Ugaglia 2019-03-15
This Palgrave Handbook offers the first international comparative study
into the efficiency of the industrial organization of the global wine
industry. Looking at several important vineyards of the main wine
countries, the contributors analyze differences in implementation and
articulation of three key stages: grape production, wine making and
distribution (marketing, selling and logistics). By examining regulations,
organization theory, industry organizational efficiency and vertical
integration, up to date strategies in the sector are presented and
appraised. Which models are most efficient? What are the most relevant
factors for optimal performance? How do reputation and governance
impact the industry? Should different models co-exist within the wine
countries for global success? This comprehensive volume is essential
reading for students, researchers and professionals in the wine industry.
Adventures on the Wine Route - Kermit Lynch 2013-11-12
When Adventures on the Wine Route was first published, Victor Hazan
said, "In Kermit Lynch's small, true, delightful book there is more
understanding about what wine really is than in everything else I have
read." A quarter century later, this remarkable journey of wine, travel,
and taste remains an essential volume for wine lovers. In 2007, Eric
Asimov, in The New York Times, called it "one of the finest American
books on wine," and in 2012, The Wall Street Journal pro-claimed that it
"may be the best book on the wine business." In celebration of its twentyfifth anniversary, Adventures on the Wine Route has been thoroughly
redesigned and updated with an epilogue and a list of the great wine
connoisseur's twenty-five most memorable bottles. In this singular tour
along the French wine route, Lynch ventures forth to find the very
essence of the wine world. In doing so, he never shies away from the
attitudes, opinions, and beliefs that have made him one of our most
respected and outspoken authorities on wine. Yet his guiding philosophy
is exquisitely simple. As he writes in the introduction, "Wine is, above all,
about pleasure. Those who make it ponderous make it dull . . . If you
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keep an open mind and take each wine on its own terms, there is a world
of magic to discover." Adventures on the Wine Route is the ultimate
quest for this magic via France's most distinguished vineyards and wine
cellars. Lynch draws vivid portraits of vintners—from inebriated
négociants to a man who oversees a vineyard that has been in his family
for five hundred years—and memorably evokes the countryside at every
turn. "The French," Lynch writes, "with their aristocratic heritage, their
experience and tradition, approach wine from another point of view . . .
and one cannot appreciate French wine with any depth of understanding
without knowing how the French themselves look at their wines, by
going to the source, descending into their cold, humid cellars, tasting
with them, and listening to the language they employ to describe their
wines." Here, Kermit Lynch assures a whole new generation of
readers—as well as his loyal fans—that discussions about wine need not
focus so stringently on "the pH, the oak, the body, the finish," but rather
on the "gaiety" of the way "the tart fruit perfume[s] the palate and the
brain."
Wine Grapes - Jancis Robinson 2013-09-24
Winner of the James Beard Award for Best Beverage Book, Named "Best
Drinks Book" by Wine & Spirits magazine, Faiveley International Wine
Book of the Year, OIV Best Viticulture Book "A fantastic Christmas
present for any wine geek, and one that will provide an endless source of
fiendish questions for quiz-setters" —The Guardian An indispensable
book for every wine lover, from some of the world's leading wine experts.
Where do wine grapes come from and how are grape varieties related to
one another? What is the historical background of each one? Where are
they grown? What sort of wines do they make? Using cutting-edge DNA
analysis and detailing almost 1,400 distinct grape varieties, as well as
myriad correct (and incorrect) synonyms, this book examines grapes and
wine as never before. Here is a complete, alphabetically presented
profile of all grape varieties of relevance to the wine lover, charting the
relationships between them and including unique and astounding family
trees, their characteristics in the vineyard, and—most important—what
the wines made from them taste like. Presented in a stunning design with
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eight-page gatefolds that reveal the family trees, and a rich variety of
full-color illustrations from Viala and Vermorel's century-old classic
ampelography, the text will deepen readers' understanding of grapes and
wine with every page. Combining Jancis Robinson's worldview and nose
for good writing and good wines with Julia Harding's research, expertise,
and attention to detail plus Dr. Vouillamoz's unique level of scholarship,
Wine Grapes offers essential and original information in greater depth
and breadth than has ever been available before. This is a book for wine
students, wine experts, and wine lovers everywhere.
Vineyards, Rocks, and Soils - Alex Maltman 2018
Jurassic, basalt, moraine, flint, alluvial, magma: what are these words
and what do they have to do with wine? The answers are here in this
book. They are geological terms that reflect a bond between wine and
the land. Understanding geology, however, is tricky. Geological concepts
are obscure; processes can be imperceptibly slow, invisible, and
unimaginably ancient. The terminology is formidable, such that even the
names of common rocks carry an air of mystery. Geology is introduced
plainly, starting with basic principles, all in the context of wine. The
emphasis is on the kinds of processes that shape vineyards, and on the
minerals, rocks and soils that host the vines. Geological words now
commonly seen in wine writings are systematically explained. You will
learn the stories behind some of the names, the human face of geology.
The book also explores how the geology-wine connection manifests in the
finished product and evaluates its importance, particularly in the
contexts of minerality, terroir, and wine taste. The fact is that geology is
increasingly being promoted in the world of wine; the aim here is to help
it be properly understood.
Wine Grapes - Jancis Robinson 2013-09-26
Wine Grapes is an indispensable book for every wine lover, from some of
the world's greatest experts. Where do wine grapes come from and how
are they related to each other? What is the historical background of each
grape variety? Where are they grown? What sort of wines do they make
and, most importantly, what do they taste like? Using the most cuttingedge DNA analysis and detailing almost 1,400 distinct grape varieties, as
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well as myriad correct (and highlighting almost as many incorrect)
synonyms, this particularly beautiful book includes revelatory grape
family trees. Combining Jancis Robinson's world view, nose for good
writing and good wines with Julia Harding's expertise and attention to
detail plus Dr Vouillamoz's unique level of scholarship, Wine Grapes
offers essential and original information in greater depth and breadth
than has ever been available before. A book for wine students, wine
experts and wine lovers everywhere.
Jancis Robinson's Wine Course - Jancis Robinson 1996-08-01
An introduction to wine provides advice on buying, storing, serving, and
tasting wine; describes the winemaking process; and offers a guide to
the wine-producing countries of the world
The 24-Hour Wine Expert - Jancis Robinson 2016-02-04
Wine is now one of the most popular drinks in the world. Many wine
drinkers wish they knew more about it without having to understand
every detail or go on a wine course. In The 24-Hour Wine Expert, Jancis
Robinson shares her expertise with authority, wit and approachability.
From the difference between red and white, to the shape of bottles and
their labels, descriptions of taste, colour and smell, to pairing wine with
food and the price-quality correlation, Robinson helps us make the most
of this mysteriously delicious drink.
The Science of Wine - Jamie Goode 2005
"The Science of Wine does an outstanding job of integrating 'hard'
science about wine with the emotional aspects that make wine
appealing."--Patrick J. Mahaney, former senior Vice President for wine
quality at Robert Mondavi Winery "Jamie Goode is a rarity in the wine
world: a trained scientist who can explain complicated subjects without
dumbing them down or coming over like a pointy head. It also helps that
he's a terrific writer with a real passion for his subject."--Tim Atkin MW,
The Observer
VITICULTURE - STEPHEN. SKELTON MW 2019
The Goode Guide to Wine - Jamie Goode 2020-09-01
Who will have the last word on wine, if not Jamie Goode? Over the last
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decade, Goode has embarked on almost nonstop travel through the
world’s vineyards in an effort to understand the beautifully diverse and
complicated world of wine. His hard-nosed pursuit of the most
interesting stories to tell about wine has led us here, to The Goode Guide
to Wine. This book—a sort of manifesto—distills many of the
observations, lessons, and opinions that have made Jamie Goode a
renowned voice within the wine world. In a series of short, pithy, and
often rather blunt chapters, he celebrates what is exciting and
interesting about wine, asks how we could do things better, and points
out some of the absurdities of wine culture. Jamie Goode has a distinct

wine-grapes-a-complete-guide-to-1368-vine-varieties-including-their-origins-and-flavours

philosophy when it comes to wine, and he knows you may disagree; if you
do, that means it’s working. The Goode Guide to Wine is a book designed
to provoke and inspire in equal measure, encouraging the reader to be
critical and to see the world of wine through fresh eyes.
How to Taste - Jancis Robinson 2000
Offers a guide to vintages, grape varieties, and wine appreciation.
The Oxford Companion to Wine - Jancis Robinson 2015
This wine book provides comprehensive coverage on all aspects of wine
making, and puts wine, wine-making and wine drinking into historical
perspective.
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